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IMPROBABILITY OF COLLISIONS IN NEWTONIAN

GRAVITATIONAL SYSTEMS.II
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DONALD G. SAARK ')

ABSTRACT.   It is shown that the set of initial conditions leading to collision

in the inverse square force law has measure zero.    I-"or the  inverse   q  force law

the behavior of binary collisions for   1 < q < 3   and the behavior of any collision

for   q - 1   is developed.    This information is used to show that collisions are im-

probable in the inverse   q force law where   q < 17/7  and that binary collisions

.are improbable for   q < 3.

How abundant are collisions in the zz-body problem?    It has been known for

some time that the set of initial conditions leading to a single binary collision has

measure zero.   J. E. Littlewood [l, Problem 13] raised the question whether all

collisions of point masses are improbable in this measure theoretic sense.   Intui-

tively this would seem to be so as it seems there is a binary collision "contained"

in a larger collision.   As Littlewood implied, it would make an interesting paradox

if it were false.

In an earlier paper [4] it was announced that the set of initial conditions

leading to collisions has measure zero.   However, due to an error [5], the analysis

holds for all cases except multiple binary collisions, triple collisions, or a simul-

taneous triple and binary collision.   It is one of the purposes of this communica-

tion to settle these remaining cases.   The ideas are essentially the same as in

[4] but sharper estimates are needed to handle these more delicate cases.

A natural question is whether this result is peculiar to the inverse square

force law.   In §§4—8, this question will be studied in more detail. It will be shown

that the result holds in a wide class of inverse  q   force laws.   The most difficult

part of the analysis is to determine the analytical behavior of collisions.

The basic assumptions are that  n   is finite and that the motion is in an iner-

tial coordinate system.   Let  m ., r., v. be respectively the mass, position vector

and velocity vector  of the z'th particle.   The same letter will be used to denote

the magnitude of a vector,   e.g.  r. = \t.\, r¿fe = \r. - rj.   By assuming that the

gravitational constant is equal to unity the equations of motion become
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(1.1) m .'r. = / . 272 m, (r, - r )/r , .
Z  Z '—' Z       k      k II«

We say that there is a collision at time  t = tQ  if r. —> L . as  t —> t    where

at least two of the limits are the same.

It is known that particles colliding at  t = t     approach each other like

,2/3   -12].    However, if there are only two or three particles colliding at a

given point, then the literature gives an improved estimate which will be used

here.   Assume without loss of generality that  ri» r2' * ' ' ' r*  coIlide with a common

limit as t ~*tQ  and any other colliding particles have different limit points.   If

k = 2, 3,  it is known that as  /  -*¿0, r. - L. = c.|z - /Q| *3 + oit - tg) and

(1.2) v! = (2/3)c;fo-/0|-1/3 + 0(1)

where

fe 772 .(e . - c .)

(1.3) -c)cz=      22,      7    -. =1,2,..., k.
7=l;7/l c\.

For k - 2 this can be found in [8] or §7.   For  k = 3 the statement follows from a

modification of [6].   (However, this will not be needed here.)

We first discuss solutions of the equations (1.3)-   The solution defines a con-

figuration in  R   .   We say that two solutions are the same if they are congruent in

the sense of Euclidean geometry.    With this identification it is known that (see

\9, pp. 273—279] for example) for  k = 3  there are 4 solutions: an equilateral triangle

and three collinear solutions which depend on the arrangement of the masses.   In

all cases the center of mass is located at the origin, i.e.  S ttz c   = o.

In the two body case there is only one solution,  c. = -Ac     where  A   is a

positive constant in terms of the masses.

(While similar results are suspected for k > 4 they have not been shown.   It

is known that the  r.'s tend to configurations defined by (1.3), but how fast is

720/ known.   In fact for arbitrary  k and  m .,  it is not known even whether there are

a finite number of solutions of (1.3)!)

The idea of the proof is basically quite simple.   The system is measure pre-

serving so the measure of the set of initial conditions leading to a collision at

time  t f.  will have an upper bound determined by how fast   |r - L¿|     » 0  and

v. —mo,   It turns out that this upper bound can be made arbitrarily small, leading

to the stated result.

2.   Statement of theorem.

Theorem 1. The set of initial conditions leading to a simultaneous multiple

binary collision, a triple collision, or a simultaneous triple and binary collision

has measure zero.
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In combination with [4] this now yields the announced result:

Theorem 2.   The set of initial conditions leading to collisions has measure zero.

Actually, as will be seen in the proof, the statement can be made much stron-

ger.   Theorem 2 also holds for the planar rz-body problem.   (The ideas in the proof

are the same, the estimates change only by the dimension.   Only the case of a

simple binary collision requires more care.   Here we need the ideas and estimates

found in §7.)   Theorem 2 does not hold for the linear rz-body problem as it can be

easily shown that in this setting all initial conditions lead to a collision.   How-

ever, it can be shown by use of techniques employed here that in the linear z2-body

problem, it is improbable that a k  body collision will occur where  k > 4.

Finally, all the theorems and corollaries in this paper are stated as results

for the full phase space with none of the integrals fixed.   However, as will be seen

from the proof contained in §3, a simple modification in the proofs obtains the

same results for a fixed center of mass (and the lower dimensional measure in the

"reduced" phase space).   However, for n > 3,   it is  not   known, nor has it been

investigated by the author, whether the statement holds for a fixed energy or fixed

angular momentum surface.   The statement need not be the same.    For example, in

the two body problem, all initial conditions with zero angular momentum lead to

a collision.

As was  seen  in  [4],  the  more particles participating in a collision, the more

leeway is available in the derived estimates.   It turns out to be the same here.

The binary collision estimates are more delicate than those needed in the proof

for triple collisions, which in turn involves more care than the estimates used in

a simultaneous triple and binary collision.

In this section it will be shown that the set of initial conditions leading to

simultaneous binary collisions has measure zero.   The case of a simultaneous

binary collision and a multiple collision follows immediately from this proof. The

case of higher order collisions will be considered in the next section.

As in [4], the problems are that: (1) the collision may occur anywhere in  R   ,

(2) the collision may occur at any time, and (3) the location of the noncolliding

particles  may be anywhere in space.   We overcome these difficulties by dividing

the appropriate spaces into a countable number of bounded sets.

Proof of simultaneous binary collisions. We will solve the problem for two

simultaneous binary collisions.    The cases of a single binary and multiple colli-

sions or multiple binary collisions follow immediately from this proof.   The case

of a single binary will be proved in a more general setting in §7.   Assume that

r,   and r2   collide at the same time that  r3  and  r4  collide at a distinct limit point.

Let  R(\  be the subspace  (rp r2, 0, • ■ • , 0),  R\  be the subspace  (0, 0, • • • , 0, vp

v2, 0, • • • , 0), R 3   be the subspace  (0, 0, r,, r2, 0, • • • , 0),  and  R\  the subspace
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(O, O, • • • , v  , v  , O, • • ■ , 0).   Let p6<'^_4, be the orthogonal complement of R l x

R^ xR6,xR6A.
2 3 4

Let  L     and  L?  be arbitrary unit cubes on  r^ = r2   in  R j   and on  r^ = r¿

3
R^  respectively.   This will be where the respective binary collisions occur

Let  p  be an arbitrary point in  R6("_4).   The 6fo - 4)  dimensional sphere of

radius one about p, S(p,  I),  will fix the positions and velocities of the

noncolliding particles.

Notice that, for each positive integer  a,  (2/3)(2   '' )(0,  ■ • •, Cj, c2, 0, ■ • • 0)

defines a smooth two dimensional manifold in R 2-   We denote this manifold as

%Ao).  (The  c.'s were introduced in (1.3).)   This is so as the magnitudes of  Cj

and  c2  are fixed.   Once  Cj  is given,  t'2  is uniquely determined.   (c2=—BCj,

where  B   is a positive constant.)   Everything depends upon the three space

orientation of the vector  c,.   A similar statement applies to  R.   and its manifold

'll,(ct) which is defined by  c,   and  c,.

For arbitrary time  t / 0  and positive integer  a, define  S   u) to be the set of

points in  R   "  such that the following hold.

1. Viewing a point in  B   {t)  as an initial condition of (1.1) at time  t,  the

solution exists in the time interval  [0, /]  (or  It, 0]).

2. The components which are in R lie in  S(p, 1),   i.e. in the sphere of

radius one about  p.

3. The components in  R,   are within distance  4(|c, | + |cJ)(2~   )        of L.

and those in R,   are within distance  4(|c,| + |c,|)(2~a) '     of L ,.

4. The components in  R .   are within distance  (2~    )_ of % .{a) wherer 7 i

f = 2, 4.

Next it will be shown that  B   it)  is a measurable set.    To see this, note that

conditions 2, 3, and 4 clearly define a measurable set.   That condition 1 defines

a measurable set follows from the facts that (i)  some   v.  becomes unbounded at

singularities of (1.1) and (ii) the solutions of (1.1) are continuous with respect to

initial conditions.   Statement (ii) implies that if q £ B   it),  then there exists

8 > 0  such that if an initial condition is within  8 distance of q,  then its solution

will differ from the one corresponding to q  by at most 1 for all time that it exists

in the time interval  [O, i].   Since the solution with value q   at time  /  exists in the

interval  10, l\,  its trajectory is bounded.   Hence any initial condition at time  t

within  o  distance of q   has a bounded trajectory, which, in turn, implies that the

solution exists in the time interval  [0, t].   That is, (1) defines an open set.   It

follows that  B   it)  is measurable.

An upper bound on the measure of B At) is easily computed.   Condition 2 gives

the 6fo - 4) dimensional volume of Sip, l).   The six dimensional volume of the

set in  R      7=1, 3,  defined by 3 is bounded above by
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|1 +4(|c.| + |c; + 1|)(2-a)2/3|3(4(|Cí| + f] + l\)Í2~a)2^f<D{2-f2

where D    is some positive constant independent of  a.

The six dimensional volume of the set in  R ., / - 2, 4,  defined by condition

4, is bounded above by  D .(2" V 2/3(2~ a)~A/b0 J. 0.(2" a)" u/l\   Again, D   is some

positive constant independent of  a.

(2.1) Hence,  ztz(z3 At)) < E(2~ a)38/ 5,  where  E  is some positive constant

independent of   a.

We now choose an arbitrary unit interval of time, say [l, 2], and divide it into

2P equal parts where   ß  is the first integer greater than or equal to  4a/3.    The

partition points are then labeled t. = 1, • • •, t   „ = 2.

Define B  [l, 2] to be the set of initial conditions (at time 0) whose solutions

are eventually in  U •_ n     B   it).   We claim that B   [l, 2]   is measurable.    Since

the Newtonian zz-body problem is a conservative dynamical system, the system is

measure preserving.   Hence, the set of initial conditions leading to  B   \t .)  is

measurable and has the same measure as  B\t).   But  B   [l, 2]  is the finite

union of these measurable sets.   This implies that it is measurable and

77z(Sa[l, 2]) <     Z   4ßa(i.)) = 2%(2-a)38/15

(2-2) -    ¿to

< 24(<x+l)/3g(2-a)38/15 _ 2E(2~a)18/n

Define  ß[l, 2] = lim sup B   [l, 2]  as  a —> °°.   ß[l, 2]  is a measurable set.

By definition, for any  N,  BÍ1, 2] C U~=/V Ba[l, 2].   Thus

m(B[l,2])<   Z   m(Ba[l,2])<2E   Z   (2"38/15)a.

Since the right-hand side is a convergent series, it follows that  m(B[l, 2]) = 0.

We now show how set  B[l, 2]  relates to the collision problem.   Let  C  be

the set of initial conditions which:

(1) suffer their first singularity at time  t    £ [5/4, 7/4],

(2) the singularity is due to simultaneous binary collisions between particles

r ,, r     and particles r     r/s

(3) the common limit point of r     and r     is in  L,,   the common limit point of

r     and r     is in  L

(4) the noncolliding particles have their limit in Sip, 1   2).

We first justify condition 4 of the above definition by showing that the veloc-

ity  of a noncolliding particle approaches a definite limit as t —ft.   By (1.1),

¡r| < 2 m .r~.   .   If particle  i  does not participate in a collision at t = t ,  then for

each /,  r ..  is bounded away from zero in the time interval   [0, t).   Hence    |r|  =

Oil)  as  t  —» t  .   By integrating both sides from  t ,   to  12,  11 < t 2 < t ,   it follows
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that   |r.(/2) - r.Uj)! = 0{\t2 - ij|).   As  ty t2 — i*   the right-hand side goes to zero,

forcing the left-hand side to do likewise.   By the Cauchy criterion for the existence

of a limit,   r.  —»A.  as  t —> t* for  i = 5, 6, • • •, n.    Likewise,  r. —» L    as  t —» '*
z z '     z z

for z' - 5, 6, • • • , T2.

Claim.   CCi3[l, 2].

To prove this, we show that if q € C,  then  q £ Ba[l, 2] fot an infinite num-

ber of choices of  a.

If 27  e C,  then (by condition 4) it defines a vector  (0, • • •, 0, L_, • • • , L   ,

0, • • • , 0, Aj, • • • , A  ) e 5fo, 1/2).   This implies that after some time  (0, ■ • • , 0,

ty • • • , rn, 0, • • • , 0, v., ■ • ■ , v )  is in S(p, l).   Hence for all partition points

between this time and t ,  condition 2 of n"(i .)  is satisfied.   But for all   a greater

than some integer, such partition points can always be found.

Colliding particles  r.   and r,  approach their common limit point  L.  £ L     in

such a fashion that   |r¿ - Lj| = |c|(l + o{l))\t - t |2'3.   Hence, after some time

(2.3) |r¿-Lj| <(|cj| + c, ) t - t*|2/3

However, for all   a greater than some integer,   8(2     )  is smaller than the magni-

tude of the difference between  t    and this time.   For all partition points  t.,  such

that  0 <t*-t. < 8(2-a),  it follows that   \t* - t .\ 2/3 < 4(2" a)2/fo   From (2.3), it

follows that for all   a greater than some integer, there exist partition points which

satisfy condition 3 in the definition of B   it.).

A similar statement holds for particles  r    and  r  .

Notice that if a is large enough, the above two conditions are satisfied for any

partition point satisfying 0 < Z —/. < 8(2~ ). To satisfy the remaining condition

in the definition of B At ) we select a unique partition point from this set.

Since   vz = (2/3)cz|/-;*|-l/3 +o(l), after some time  | |v.| - (2/3)|cf| |i - '*|_l/3|

< 1.   That is, for all  a greater than some integer,  0 < \t - t   | < 8(2~   )  implies

the above.   For each   a greater than this integer choose the unique partition point

/      such that  2-a<2'*~ t     <2~a+2~S.   Then
m — m

\\yiitm)\-{2/3)Ai\i2-a)-^\

<l!v/íJ-(2/3)|c.||i*-ím|-1/í| + (2/3)|e.||(2-a)-^-(í*-/m)-^|

< 1 +(2/3)|c!||(2-a)-1/3-(2-a+2-^)-1/3|.

For all   ct,  and hence  ß,  greater than some integer, the last term is bounded by

1 + 3|e.|(2~a')_4/32~/l   Since  ß > 4a/3   it follows that the above is bounded by

1 + 3|c.|(24a^3)2_4a/3 < 2a//(S0  for  a greater than some integer.   This is condition

4 in the definition of B   it   ).
777

The above shows that for all   a  greater than some integer,  q £ C => the solu-

tion corresponding to initial condition q   is in  B   it   ) => q £ B   11, 2] => q £ nil, 2]
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or that  C C B[l, 2].   This implies that mC = 0.

The set  C  depends upon the location of unit cubes  L.   and  L      the specified

time interval during which the collisions can occur (of length 1/2), and the limiting

values of the noncolliding particles in Sip, 1/2) (and hence on  p  in R6^"-4').

To obtain all initial conditions leading to a simultaneous double binary collision

we sum the C's over a countable number of unit cubes which cover r. = r2  and

r   = r  ,  a countable number of time intervals of length   l/2 which  cover

the real time interval (-°°, <*>) and over all rational p  £ P6("-4'  t0 obtain

set  D.

Clearly, D  contains all initial conditions leading to a simultaneous collision

of r., r2  and  r,, r  .   Since  D  is the countable union of sets of measure zero,

ztzD = 0.   Since  77   is finite, the permutation of the indices of the colliding particles

is finite.   Hence the set of initial conditions leading to simultaneous binary colli-

sions has measure zero.

3.  Multiple collisions.  The estimates in the last section depended upon the

sharp estimates concerning the behavior of the velocities in a binary collision.

While this information can be obtained for triple collisions (at least to the accuracy

demanded by this analysis) it is missing for multiple collisions involving 4 or

more bodies.

To provide for this lack of information, a second approach will be used.   This

approach differs from that of § 2 in that new coordinates are introduced.   In this

new coordinate system, the unit cube  L   can be eliminated.   This has the advan-

tage of adding additional terms which  are going to zero.   These additional terms

cancel the effects of the crude estimates on the behavior of the velocity.

This approach has the further advantage of supporting the statement following

Theorem 2.   That is, these results hold even if the center of mass is fixed.   In

other words, if the center of mass is fixed, then we can talk about a reduced phase

space of dimension 677 — 6.   In this reduced phase space, collisions are still

improbable.

The coordinates employed are due to Jacobi and will be defined as follows.

Let p. = r2 - r..   Let p2  be the vector from the center of mass of rl  and r2  to

r  .   Continuing in this fashion, let p,   be the vector from the center of mass of

particles  r., • • ■ , r,   to the vector r, +,,  k = 1, 2, ■ • • , » - 1.   Since

2 m r. = c' + d,  it is clear that the behavior of  r. and  r.,  i = I, ■ • ■ , n, completely
2    2* 22 7

determines the values of  c, d, p,   and p,   and vice versa.

Since we are using Jacobi coordinates, we are tacitly assuming that c and d

are fixed and that our reduced phase space has dimension 6?z — 6.

We now show that a ¿-fold collision has (677 - 6 dimension) measure zero where

k > 3.   With only minor modifications in the coordinate system, the proof for simul-
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taneous multiple collisions follows in the same fashion.    These modifications,

plus modifications which will allow us to include the inverse  q   force law, will be

indicated at the end of this section.

The proof uses the fact that if there is a collision at  t = t    in the zz-body

problem, then there exists a positive constant  C  such that after some time

(3.1) fo, - Lzl < CTfo - i*|2/3     and     |v .| < C\t - r*|-1/3.

(See [2], [4], or  [3, p. 239].)   Assume that particles  r]t r2, • • • , r,   suffer a ¿-fold

collision at  t .   That is, they all share the same limit point as  I —> t    and the re-

maining particles have distinct limits.   Then it follows from the definition of the

Jacobi coordinates that there exists a positive constant  D,   which depends only on

the masses and  C,   such that

(3.2) \Pi\<D\t-t*\2/i     and     |¿.|<D|í-í*|-Ví.

(Note that in addition to the difficulties listed prior to the proof in §2, in this

setting there is the additional problem that the value of D  may depend upon the

initial conditions.)

We now begin the proof.   Let  R   "~     be the phase space for the Jacobi coor-

dinates.   Define  R j    ~      to be the subspace with vectors  {p., ■ • ■ , p., 0, • • • , 0).

Define  R2 to be the subspace with zeros in all components except for

p., • • • , p, _..   Let  R be the orthogonal complement of the product of these

two spaces.   Let p  be an arbitrary point la R and let  ß   be an arbitrary

positive integer.

For t / 0 and   a a positive integer, define  BAt) to be the set of points in

R6"-6  such that:

(1) if the point is viewed as an initial condition at time  t,   the solution exists

in the interval  [O, t]  (or  [t, 0]),

(2) the components in  Rb(n~k)  are in Sip, l),

(3) the magnitude of the components in  R.     ~      ate less than  BÍ2~   )      , and

(4) the magnitude of the components in  R t    ~       are less than  ß(2~   )-   '   .

Using the same arguments as given in §2, it follows that  B At)  is measurable

and mBa{t) < E{2~ A where  E   is some positive  constant indepentent of  a.

We now divide an arbitrary unit interval, say  [l, 2]   into   2 equal parts and

define partition points IQ = I, • • • , t   a+, = 2.   In the same fashion as before, we

define sets  ßa[l, 2]  and ß[l, 2].   The crucial stage in the proof that zrzß[l, 2] = 0

is to show that mB   [l, 2] < F(2_   )8  where  g   is some positive number.   In this

case  F = 2 E  and g = k - 2.   Since  k > 3, g   is positive and  ztzB[1, 2] = 0.

We define  C  to be the set of initial conditions such that

(1)  the first singularity occurs at time  t    £  [5/4, 7/4],
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(2) the first singularity is a ze-fold collision between particles  r., ■ • ■ , r,,

(3) the value of D,  as defined in (3-2), is less than  B/2,  and

(4) the limit of the noncolliding particles is in  Sip, 1/2).

The proof that  C Cß[l, 2j,  and hence that mC = 0,   is the same as in § 2

except for the velocity terms of the colliding particles.   We find that if q 6 C,

then for all   a greater than some integer, the solution corresponding to initial con-

dition  q  satisfies the first three conditions of the definition  B   \t.)  tot all parti-

tion points satisfying  0 < t   - I . < Í2~  ).   Let  t     be the unique partition point

satisfying  2~ a - 2 5 '   ~ l     < 2~   .   If p.    stands for a component of p .,

then for all  a  larger than some integer

|píx(íj| <2(B/3)(7m-í*)-,/3<(2/3)B(2-a-2-(a+5')-,/3 <ß(2-a)-I/3.

Thus q £ C  implies its solution is in ß    it   ) for all   a.  larger than some integer.

This in turn shows that mC = 0.

In this setting, set  C  depends upon the value of B,  the time interval of

length 1/2 and the value of p.   We sum over all rational  p,  positive integers  B,

and a countable number of time intervals of length   1/2  which cover  (—°°, °°)   to

complete the proof.

In order for this proof to apply to the full phase space we simply use the con-

stants   c  and d which define the center of mass and apply six times the well-

known theorem of Fubini which asserts that a measurable set  I) C Rp = R    x Rp~~

must have measure zero if it intersects each hyperplane (constant) x R in a

set of  ip — l)-dimensional measure zero.   This completes the proof.

The simplest way to handle simultaneous multiple collisions is to modify the

Jacobi coordinate system.   We describe the modifications for a simultaneous k-

fold and /7-fold collision.    The modifications for a more complicated situation follow

immediately.   Let  r., • • • , r,   share a limit point as  t —>'    and  t,+., • • • , r. +

share a second limit while the remainder of the particles have distinct limits.

Define  p¿, i = 1, 2, • • • , k, as before.   Let  pk+l_ j = r¿+¿ - r¿ + 1,  i = 2, ■ ■ ■ , p.

Define  p., i' = k + p, ■ ■ • , n — 1, as before.   With this coordinate system it is seen

quite easily that the additional collision improves the estimates in the proof.

Finally, if there is a collision at  ' = '    in the inverse q  force law where

1 < q < 3,  then there exists a positive constant  D   such that after some time

|r.-L.|<D|i-i*|2A*+1)   and   \r.\<D\t-f\ll-q)Al+q).

(See [3, p. 239].)   The above analysis will hold for a ¿-fold collision if q <

Í9k - 10)/(3¿ - 2).   Thus
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Corollary 1.  /t2 the inverse q force law,   1 < q < 3,  the set of initial conditions

leading to a collision which includes (or consists of) a k-fold collision has mea-

sure zero if k - I > iq + l)/(9 - 3<?).

Notice that for large k, q  may be chosen close to 3.   Also note that for k = 3,

q  may be any value less than   17/7.

4.  The inverse q  force law.   Is this result concerning the improbability of

collisions peculiar to the inverse square force law?   It was shown in [4] that for

the inverse q  force law, where  q > 3,  there exist open sets of initial conditions

which lead to collisions.   Thus for the inverse q  force law there is a bound on

q  fot an improbability of collisions statement.   It is the belief of the author that

this bound is sharp and that collisions are improbable for the inverse  q   force law

when  q < 3.

As we have seen, the case of binary collisions is the most delicate to prove.

The above conjecture is thus supported by:

Theorem 3.   /?2 the inverse q force law where  q < 3,  the set of initial condi-

tions leading to a binary collision has measure zero.

Corollary 2. /n the inverse q force law, q < 3, the set of initial conditions

leading to a simultaneous collision which contains at least one binary collision

has measure zero.

The proof of this theorem depends on the analytic behavior of binary collisions

which will be developed in §7.   The analytic behavior of higher order collisions

is probably much the same as binaries.   If so, the conjecture is true.   However,

there are difficulties in proving this statement which will be briefly discussed in §8.

For certain values of q,  cruder statements about the analytic behavior of

collisions will suffice to prove an improbability of collisions statement.

Theorem 4.   In the inverse q force law where  q < 17/7 the set of initial con-

ditions leading to collisions has measure zero.

The proofs of these theorems will be given in the following order.   For the re-

mainder of this section Theorem 4 will be proved for q < 1.   §§5 and 6 will handle

the case  q — 1.   In §7, Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 will be proved for   1 < q < 3,

since the case q < 1  will have been shown.   From Corollary 2, it follows that for

1 < q,  Theorem 4 need only be proved for collisions containing triple and higher

order collisions.   But from Corollary 1 it is known that these collisions are im-

probable for   1 < q < 17/7.

For the inverse q  force law the equations of motion are

"        ttz .m (r . - r.)      n,,

(4.1) 77z.r.=     Z     -A-AJ.-L=™.
"     inlüfil       rq¡1 drt
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For q 4 1,

1 jf  m .m .

(4.2) u = J_ Z   --'
1-1 rq~l

and the summation  ( *)  is   1 < z' < /' < n.    The conservation of energy integral is then

(4.3) T = lAZm.v2 = U + h.
I     2

Note that for q < 1,  U  is negative.   Since   T  is nonnegative by definition,

the constant of integration h  is positive and  T < h.   Hence, for all time that the

motion is defined,   Ir.l < (2h/m.) ' .   Thus,   if there is a collision at time  I ,

lr¿ - L | < z4 |z - /   I  where A   is a positive constant depending on the masses and

h.   This estimate combined with the fact that the velocities are bounded as a

collision is approached is sharp enough so that the analysis used in §3 will yield

the stated result.

(Note that a classification of motion as í —> °<> in the sense of [3] is trivial

for q < 1. Namely, all motion is bounded for all time. This is so as T is non-

negative.   Hence from (4.3) we have  2 m .m .r . ~q < (l - q)h.   That is, the mutual

distances r.. ate bounded.   It follows immediately that the distance of r.  from the27 z ,

center of mass is bounded above for all time.)

5.  The inverse force law.   For q = 1  we will derive the analytic behavior of

particles at collision.   In this setting the definition of il  in (4.1) and (4.3) is

c/=-2777.77z.lnr..
'    1        i]

Since the system is invariant with respect to time translates and is time re-

versible, we will assume without loss of generality that there is a collision at

time  t = 0 and that it is approached through positive values of time.   Also, we

assume  2m .r. = 0.   As' —> 0,  the particles approach limits,  L ., L2, •••, L,

where k < n.     Let   G    = \j\ r.   —> L      as   í  —» 0|    and define  2/ =

2  _,  2., ~    zTz.(r.-L).   What will be shown is
s-l      }£GS     j    j s

Lemma 1. As t -»0, / =o(/2(ln t~ l)ñ and T = o((ln Z_1)1+f) where   ß is

any constant greater than one and e > 0.

From the lemma and the definitions of  /   and  T  it follows that    r. — L     =

o(/(ln t~ 1)"2) and   |v| = o((ln Z-1)     e>'2).    These estimates are sufficient for the

analysis of § 3 to yield the conclusion of Theorem 4 for q = 1.   Some of the ideas

in the proof of the lemma are motivated by those in [2].

Proof of the lemma.   We first develop some relationships which will be needed

later in the proof.   A   and B  will denote positive constants, not necessarily the

same with each usage.   Let  2/ = 2m . r..   Then / = 2777 . r. + 2m .r. • r". = 2T +
0 2     2 Z      Z 2     2 2

2r. • dil/dr..   Motivated by Euler's theorem we note that for positive  À,
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U{krl, ■ ■ ■ , Krn) = - ILmm.In À + Uirl, • • • , r^).   Differentiating both sides with

respect to  A yields  It. ' {dU/dr.){Kr1, ■ ■ ■ , Kr ) = {- 1*m .m A/K.   For A = 1,

2r . ' dU/dr . = — 2   m .rn ..   That is,
z z z      ; '

(5.2) f-2T-L* 7T7 .772 ..
z     7

This is the Lagrange-Jacobi relationship for the inverse force law.

Let  ps  be the center of mass of the particles with limit point  L  .   That is,

Me    = 2.   -    TTz.r. where M    = 2.", ,-    ttz .  and s = 1    2, ■ • • , ze.    Then

._ ttz .ttz .(r, - r .) «        __    ttz .TTzXr, - r .)

v.-£«/,-    r    *'/  ? + z  I  ' '    '.

In the first double summation, the scalars are symmetric and the vectors are anti-

symmetric with respect to the indices.   Hence the terms cancel each other pairwise

and the summation is equal to 0.   In the second summation each of the  r.'s are
^ z

approaching distinct limits.    That is,   c    = 0(l)  as  t —> 0.

By definition of /, / = /  - SzM^c^ ' Ls + V2lM   h].   That is,  / = /"-

SzMsc"s • Ls = /"+ 0(1).   From (5.2) and (4.3) we have

(5.3) /"= 2F + 0(1)= 21/+ 0(1).

We next show that

(5.4) ¡2<4JT.

By definition   |/| - \22m.ixi - LJ • r/| < llyjm~\r\\ • \fm~.\r. - LJ).   By

the Cauchy inequality   /    < (2 \m .(r . - L   ))(2 1.m . r . ).   (5.4) now follows from the
^ J   J      — Il s it

definition of /   and  T.
1/7/ behaves as an upper bound on how fast particles approach each other at

collision.   To see this, note that if- i,  j £ G  ,  1 /j,  and if ttz    = minfo., z?z.),

/>w.(r.-L  )2 + 77z.(r.-L  )2>77zn((r.-L  )2 + (r.-L  )2) > TTzfor . - r .)2/2.
J   —      11 s j    j s       ~      0       i s j s ~      0     z ;

(The last inequality follows from   2(a    + b   ) > {a — b)   .)   That is,

(5.5) r'1 > A/"172     for  z, / £G  .
11     —      ' ''s

Note that if i, j belong to the same  G , r .. —► 0  as  t —> 0, and if not, then

T.. approaches a positive limit.   Also, since we are assuming that there is a colli-

sion at t = 0,   some  G     has at least two indices.   This implies that  U —'» as

t —» 0.   Since   U (see (5.1)) can be separated uniquely into a sum of the terms

where r ■■ —»0 and a sum of the terms where r.. approaches a positive limit as

11 '' 1/2
z* —»0,   it follows from (5.5) that after some time U > ß In /     '    where  B   is some

positive constant.
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This means that (5.3) can be expressed as / > 2ß In /    l^2 + Oil).   But

/  —> 0 as  t —> », so by changing the value of B,  after some time

(5.6) J>BlaJ~1.

We now find some of the properties of /   as  i —> 0.   From (5.6),  /  —> °o  as

t —* 0, i.e.  /   is concave up.   So /  —> /  as  t —> 0  where —oo < I < oo.   But / —> 0

as  t  —>0  and by definition / > 0.   Hence, since / > 0,  /   is nonnegative in some

interval  (0, t).   Thus  0 < /.   We record this as

(5.7) J —> /    as  t —> 0  where   /  is a nonnegative constant.

Since  / > 0,  /'/ > b] In /"\

Integrating from  '.   to t   ,  0 </.. < t

It.

j2it2)~ j2ítf> BÍJ In J"1 + ])

(Recall,  B   is not necessarily the same positive constant with each usage.)

LetZj^O.   Then j2ít) > BÍJ In J~l + j) or //(/ In /_1)  ^2 > B.    That is,

(5.8) />ß'2ln/_1.

However, (5.8) and the inequality immediately preceding  it imply

(5.9) /  > Bt In t
-1

6.   Completion of the proof.   We first show that J/jl'2(ln J    l)13'2 —> 0 as

t —>0  for some constant ß > 1.   By definition of the terms involved and (5.3)

/
(// - Yij'Aln J-l)ß + (/3/2)/2(ln /-»V3-1

dt\j/ijilnJ-X)^'2) (/(In /-W2

. ^E-j2)ilnJ~X)ß + ßj2ilnJ-X)ß~l + 0(l)(/(ln /-l)/3)_l/2

2(/(ln/-1)/3)3/2

Integrating from  t  to íü,  0 <. t < a,

jia) jit)

(6.1)
/(ln/-1)^)1/2      (Jilnj-l)ß)1/2

-sa i4JE-j2)ilnJ-l)ß + ßj2ilnJ-1)ß- a duL¿_ L±i?i_iILi.__+ o(i)  ("_
2ÍJÍln J~X)ßf/2 J'ÍJÍln'j l)ß)h A1/2
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By (5.8) the last integral on the right-hand side is

f* (/(In rX)ß)-indu<B f* fo(ln u-l)h-1/2du.

That is, for  ß > I  the integral is convergent.

By (5.7), the second term on the left-hand side of (6.1) is positive, so by

dropping it we have an inequality.   Since the error term converges, it is bounded

and we have from (6.1) that the first integral on the right-hand side is bounded

above.    But by (5.4), the  integrand  of this integral is nonnegative.   Since the in-

tegral is bounded above, it converges.

The above shows that the right-hand side of (6.1) converges as  t  —> 0,  hence

the left-hand side does.   That is,  //(/(in }~l)ß)X'2  has a limit as í -0 for

ß > 1.   Since this is true for all  ß > 1   and since  / —> 0  as  / —' 0 (i.e.  (in /" ')^

-.so),  it follows that //(/(In/-1)'3)1/2 -> 0  as  t — 0.

By integrating this relationship, we have that

(6.2) / = o(/2(ln t~l)ß)    as   t — 0  for some  ß> 1.

This is the first part of the conclusion of the lemma.   It remains to obtain the

estimates on  T  as / —> 0.   This is obtained from the above by a Tauberian type

argument.

Note that from the above derived relationship and (6.2),

(6.3) / = o(/1/2(ln/-1)/y2)=o(Klnr,)/3)    for/3>l.

To show that the estimates on  E  hold, it follows from (5.8) that it is suffi-

ces  to  show for  f > 0  that //(in /_1)1+2e —> 0  as  t — 0.   But

(6.4) //(In /-fo1+2e= (////'(in ]-lY)ij/tiln J~l)1+e).

By (6.2) and (5.8), there exist positive constants A   and B   such that after

some time  A In /~    < In / _    < ß In Z-  .    Hence from (6.3) it follows that the sec-

ond term on the right-hand side of (6.4) approaches zero.

So, in order to prove the statement, it suffices to show that lim sup(////(ln/~ ) )

< oo  as  /  —' 0.   By our knowledge of the behavior of  In / _   ,  this is true if

lim sup (////(in t~   )e) < ».   Assume this to be false.   Then there exist intervals

[/., t A  arbitrarily close to zero such that for t  £  [t ., t A, /// >(ln/_  ) // =

-ilnt-l)ed{lnl-1), or In jit2) - In /'(/,)> (in /7 ')f + 1 - (In t~ l)l+e.   But (5.9)

and (6.3) imply that  In /(/) = In til + o(l)).   That is,

InZ-'Ü + o(D)-ln t'Hl + o(l))>(ln/71),+f-(ln /J1)1^.

This is clearly false for /., /,  close to zero.   The proof is completed.
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7.   Binary collisions.   In this section we develop the analytic behavior of

binary collisions in the inverse  q  force law and indicate the changes in §§2, 3

necessary to prove Theorem 3.   Since Theorem 4 has already been proved, for

q < 1,  we restrict our attention to   1 < q < 3.   In this setting it is known [3, p. 239]

that if r.   and r2  collide (in a binary or higher order collision) at time   '    then

there exist positive constants  A, B and C  such that after some time

(7.1) A\t - tf2/iq+1) <\r,-r2\ <B\t - f\2Aq+1) and   |r,|, |r2| < C\t - /*|(1" q)Aq + X >.

Assume that r.   and  r,  collide in a binary collision at collision point  L  at

collision time t .   We then define  r = r2 — r,.   From (4.1), it follows that the equa-

tions of motion for  r are

(7.2) ï = -pr/rq + X +0(1)    as  « _» Í*

where  p is a positive constant depending on the masses.   This is so since the

magnitude of each term on the right-hand side of (4.1) is of the order r...   Since

we have a binary collision, the distance between  r.   or r2   and  r. where ; 4 1, 2,

is bounded away from zero.   From this, (7.2) follows immediately.   (Note, if r.

collides with r,, then k 4 1, 2.)

From (7.1) and (7.2) an angular momentum relationship can be derived.   To

accomplish this, note that r x r = 0 + 0(|r|) = OÍ\t - t   |   /(<î + 1').   Integrating from

' j   to  t,, t, < 12 < t , and defining  c = r x v,   it follows that  cit A — cit.) =

Oi\t - '   |       "?/(<?     '),   As   ¡,,   /, —» 0,  the right-hand side goes to zero, carrying

the left-hand side with it.   By the Cauchy criterion for the existence of a limit,

cit) has a limit as  t —» t •.   But since   |c| < |r| |v|,  it follows from (7.1) that

e —• 0  as  / —> t .   That is,

(7.3) cit)=0i\t-t*\{i+q)Aq + l))     as*-**.

A first estimate on the growth of r can now be found.   By definition of the

terms (7.1) and (7.3)

r r — r'rr     (r • r)r - (r • r)r     (r x v) x rd   /r\      rr

dt  \r~) = ~ 2 3 3 3
r r r r

c x r     1

3 2
r r

Oi\t - z*|<3+*)/(? + l)) = oi\t - f\(q-X)/{q + X)).

By integrating and using the Cauchy criterion for the existence of a limit,  r/r

h + Oi\t-f\2q/(q + X))  or

(7.4) r = br + Oi\t - f\2) where   |b| = 1.
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We now obtain a refined estimate on the behavior of r.   Recall that for vector

u, ü = Ü ■ iu/u) + (u x u')2/z23,   so from (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3) r" = -p/rq + 0(l).   As

/ —- t    it follows that r —> — oo, r > 0  and r —• 0.   Thus, after some time,  r be-

comes and remains negative.   We then obtain rr =—pr/rq + 0(|r|).   Integrating

from a  to /,  a < t < t , we obtain  r    = Ar   ~~q + Oil) where  A   i s a positive con-

stant.   Hence   \r{q~ 1 )/j r] = A + 0{rq~ A = A + 0(|z - t*\ 2{q~ l )/{q+ ' fo   Integrating

again, we find that

Aq^/2 =A\t-t*\il + oi\t-t*\2{q-l)Aq + l)))

r = A\t - t*\2Aq + l\l + 0{\t - A\2(q-1V(q + l)))

where  A  is a positive constant (obviously not the same as before but a function

of the masses and  q).   Combined with (7.4) this gives

(7.5) r = Ah\t - A\2/(q + l) + 0{\t - i*|2^«+D).

Substituting this value into (7.2), we see that  r = - Cb|z — /

0(|/ - Z*|_2/(9 + 1)).   Integrating from /     to  t?, t    < t    < A,  shows that

*|-2<j/((7 + l)

Kz)-
+ l

i- l

2'      1

t

\t-t*\{l~qy^ + 1)\    2 = 0(|/   - ,*!<«-DAe+l)).

/  'l

Cb|z-z

Since q > l, t t —>Z implies that the right-hand side approaches zero. This

forces the left-hand side to zero. By the Cauchy criterion for the existence of a

limit this implies

(7.6)
q + 1 Cb\t - i*l<l-«WU«> + d + öd, _ t*|(«-lV(i+l)).

r=?-l

Ingegrating yields

r = (fo + l)2/2fo - l))Cb|i - A\2,(q + l) + d|z -i*|   r 0{\t - f*j2«A« + l>).

Comparing this with (7.5) yields

(7.7) f = (2/fo + l))Ab|z - t*\{1-q)A1+q) + 0(|z - t*|<*-IM,+1)).

where  A   is the same as in (7.5).

From the definition of  r  it follows that  r: =-DjT + L  and  r2 = D 2r + L  where

D , D-,  are positive constants depending
V       2

and D2Ab = cr

on T«,, m ,.   We will call -D,Ab = c,

We now can use these estimates to prove Theorem 3.   Note first that
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(0, 0, ..., 0, Cj, c2, 0, ..., 0)2(2~a)(1^)/(1+9)/(l + q)

defines a smooth two dimensional manifold in the 6 dimensional subspace of the

velocity vectors  (0, 0, • • • , 0, v^ v  , 0, ■ • • , 0).   Call this manifold %ia).   Then

following the ideas and notation (with obvious modifications) of §§2 and 3, rede-

fine conditions 3 and 4 of ß   (/) to be

(3) |r,.-L|<(|cl|+ \c2\)i2-a)2/(q + l) for L e L,  and

(4) (0, •••, 0, vrv2, 0, ..., 0)  is within distance  (2-a)(*-5/4)/(9+1) of 1(a).

The measure of B   it) turns out to be less than  E(2_a) ? '   '        where  E

is some positive constant.

The time interval  [l, 2]  is then divided into  2    equal parts where   ß is a

positive integer such that  ß > a and  (3 + 2q)/iq + l) > ß/a > (327 - 5/4)/iq + l).

For large   a and   1 < q < 3,  this always can be done.

It then follows that  77zßa[l, 2] < E(2~ a)((3+2?)/(<? + 1 ))~ (/?/a).   The lower

bound on  ß/a is needed to verify that the velocity condition is satisfied for some

partition point in [l, 2] for all  a after some integer.   The remainder of the proof

follows directly.

The proof of Corollary 2 follows from the above and (7.1).

8.  Higher order collisions.   What remains to be done in order to prove the

conjecture for q < 3  is to develop the analytic behavior of higher order collisions

to approximately the same degree of precision as in (7.5) and (7.7).   As pointed

out in [3, p. 239],  the inverse  q   force law for   1 < q < 3  has the behavior near

collisions as given by (7.1).

Let r., r     • • •, r,   collide at a common collision point  L  at time  t .   Define

R. = (r. - L)/(f- tfAq+l).    By mimicking the argument of [3, pp. 229-231] where

' —> '    instead of t —> 00,  it follows that

2U-g)R.=    Z      -L-L—-+o(l)    for ¿=1,2, ...,*.
iq+1)2      '       , = l;y¿2 R«+1

That is, as the particles collide, they tend toward a (shrinking) central con-

figuration.    (Compare this with (1.3).)   From this we can obtain that   lr. - L| =

D ]t - t   I (l  t- o(l))  where  D ., i = 1, 2, • • ■ , k,  are nonnegative constants,

at most one is zero.

To obtain an improvement on this estimate, which is necessary to employ the

present ideas for the proof of the conjecture, it is necessary to find the central

configurations and their properties.   To my knowledge even for q = 2  and  k N 4

this information is missing]   Even such an elementary question as whether there

is a finite number of solutions for given masses is unknown.

The answers to these questions about central configurations would have con-
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sequences   in other settings of the ra-body problem.   In L3J this information could

be used   in the discussion of "subsystems" for the general question of how

Newton's   universe evolves at  Z —> °°.   In [7] this is needed to show whether there

is a finite number of bifurcation sets. -

Added in proof.   It can also be shown that the set of initial conditions leading

to collision is of (Baire) first category.
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